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"Albert Paley: Sculptures," an exhibition organized by The University of the Arts,

brings back Albert Paley to Philadelphia, where he was born and educated and

where he attained his initial success as a prominent metalsmith. This project, which

Leah Douglas documents a significant transition in Albert Paley 's celebrated career, features large-

scale sculpture, models, and drawings from 1989 to 1991

.

After completing his education, Paley moved to Rochester, New York, to establish

his studio and begin a teaching career. As an artist and educator, he has received an

honorary doctorate from the University of Rochester and, since 1984, has held an

endowed chair at the Rochester Institute ol Technology.

Since the midsixties, Paley often has been heralded tor his inventive and unique ap-

proach to jewelry design and blacksmithing, having developed an organic style that

shatteted the image of the traditional metalsmith. His personal dialogue with metal

and innovative fotging techniques have been instrumental in the resurgence of

American metalsmithing.

Paley has been the recipient ol numerous grants and awards of excellence, and he

has won major design competitions tor his immense body of work. His first entry

in a national design competition, the Portal Gates for the Renwick Gallery of the

National Museum ot American Art, Smithsonian Institution, was completed in

1974. These magnificent gates received the Design in Steel Award Irom the Iron

and Steel Institute ol America. As a result, many commissions followed, including

Sculpture Court Enclosure tor the Hunter Museum of Art, Chattanooga, Tennessee

(1975); two pairs of Portal Gates tor the Senate chamber ol the New York State

capitol, Albany ( 1980); Tree Grates and Benches tor the Pennsylvania Avenue Devel-

opment Corporation, Washington, D.C. (1981); and a Pedestrian Entrance Gate and

Vehicular Entrance Gate to the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Richmond (1985).

With each commission and project, the boundaries ol Albert Paley 's metal-

work and studio expanded to meet new design challenges. In 1985, it became evi-

dent, with the commission for the Virginia Museum ol Fine Arts, that the massive

scale of the gates could not be completed in the facility that housed the Paley stu-

dio. At present, the studio is located in a twenty-thousand-square-foot renovated

warehouse, maintaining the original studio space for forging operations while em-

ploying approximately ten professionals to sustain the tremendous output.

During the expansion ol his studio, Paley s metalwofk shifted from functional ar-

chitectural ornamentation to architectural sculpture designed for specific sites. The

project that best documents this transition, and his largest commission to date, is

the Stairway Sculptures for the Wortham Theater Center, in Houston, Texas, com-

pleted in 1987. Paley created tour pairs of sculpture, ranging in height from fifteen

to thirty feet, flanking both sides of the interior escalator The sculptures are ornate

ribboned columns that function to humanize the austere building and serve as sym-

bolic rites of passage as the viewer ascends from the lobby to theater level.



Immediately following was another significant commission, by the Philadelphia

Redevelopment Authority, for its one-percent-for-art program. In Philadelphia,

Paley created two twenty-five-foot sculptures that stand on either side of the en-

trance to the Museum Towers apartment complex. The sculptures, entitled Synergy,

echo the Wortham Theater project, with similar motifs of free-flowing ribbons add-

ing ceremonial importance as they adorn, define, and enhance a specific site.

With the expansion and success of the studio, Paley currently is focusing on projects

that permit his sculpture to stand independent of function and architectural set-

ting. His most recent commissions, all exterior sculpture, include Aurora, Roanoke

Regional Airport ( 1990), Olympia, Promenade II Building, Atlanta (1990), and

Exterior Sculpture, Birmingham Museum of Art (199D- Albert Paley has also de-

voted this past year to creating the sculpture in this exhibition. This project has

provided Paley with a unique opportunity to design large-scale sculpture tree trom

the restrictions of function and adornment.

The University of the Arts acknowledges the extraordinary dedication and assis-

tance of Albert Paley and his staff in bringing this work to the college and the city

of Philadelphia. This project is a testament to the university's commitment to pre-

sent exhibitions of major contemporary artists that enhance the programs within

the college curriculum and enrich Philadelphia's cultural life. The University of the

Arts planned this project to coincide with another major exhibition: a retrospective

of Albert Paley 's jewelry mounted by the Renwick Gallery of the National Museum

of American Art, Smithsonian Institution.
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Albert Paley's career pattern has been unorthodox. First, it was unorthodox within

the American craft world as he moved from making jewelry to ambitious architec-

tural ironwork. Then he started to throw down what were thought of as immutable

.cdward LuCie-omitn barriers between art and craft. In this show, he presents work that has freed itself

from the demands of a specific architectural setting or context, and that has also

freed itself from the demands of use. These are not the tables, lecterns, and plant

stands tor which the Paley workshops in Rochester have long been famous. What

are they then.'' There is a word tor them: They are sculpture.

In using the word "sculpture," a critic in the nineties steps onto dangerous ground.

He finds himself in a world where the term can be used to describe a bewildering

range of things. It has become a catchall for ever}' form of avant-garde art activity.

Artists use it tot performances in front of an audience, tor solitary rituals, tor what

the eighteenth century would have described as landscape gardening. Even when

sculpture remains object-based, its identity remains in doubt. It can be a photo-

graph or even a description of something, rather than the thing itself. It can be a

found object a la Duchamp, a relic of some past activity a la Joseph Beuys, an accu-

mulation, an assemblage, or even a replication, like the ceramics of Marilyn Levine.

Less and less often does it deal with the transmutation of materials and the transfor-

mation of forms.

These two things are clearly what Paley's new work is about. He uses metal to cre-

ate abstract (sometimes only semiabstract) shapes. Rather than being pared-down

and minimal—the dominant tendency in American object-based sculpture of the

last twenty years—most of the work is visually complex.

Even where, as in Composition #1 , the pieces of sculpture are composed of simple ele-

ments, they remain rich in references and formal relationships. Paley has a keen his-

torical sense. His architectural work often shows the influence of turn-of-the-cen-

tury art nouveau. It remains strong here. A number of pieces refer to plant forms

and mime the processes of natural growth.

Art nouveau was the child of the nineteenth-century rococo revival, as well as of

nineteenth-century naturalism. The true rococo was the child of the baroque. Paley

has taken this hint, too. Baroque references have appeared in recent work—most of

all in the standards bearing fluttering metal ribbons that flank the escalators at the

Wortham Theater Center.

At the same time, he has not been immune to twentieth-century modernism, de-

spite his suspicion of a too-insistent dialectic of styles. Some works here make refer-

ence to two important American sculptors of the immediate postwar period—both

somewhat neglected recently: One is Louise Nevelson; the other, Richard Lippold.

Nevelson's impact on Paley is perhaps more immediately evident, despite a drastic

difference in materials. Like her, he is fascinated with close-packed vertical forms,

not necessarily full of character in themselves but characterful in their conjunction.

Composition #2 is an example.

To equate Paley with Lippold may seem perverse. In the fifties, the latter became

celebrated for finespun, almost immaterial sculpture made of stretched wire. Paley's

work remains massive. Yet, it is worth taking a long look at the most challenging

piece in this show, Star, in order to compare it with Lippold's famous sculpture in

the foyer of the Pan-American Building, in New York. The imagery used is quite



similar—energy and flight, the cosmos in motion. Lippold worked with the great

Bauhaus architect Mies van der Rohe, and was praised by Walter Gropius, the

Bauhaus's founder. "Lippold," Gropius said, "is the only one whose work comes to

one with our buildings. The only one!" In their mature phase, when they lived and

worked in America, the Bauhaus architects did not ban the decorative. They real-

ized that human beings have a natural hunger for the poetic metaphor in visual

form, which enlarges the meaning ol a particular architectural space. This is what

Lippold supplied.

Working at a very different time, Paley is trying to revive that spirit. Star seems to

be a subtle reinterpretation of a past style that is recognizable but does not as yet

have a name. Perhaps we should call it baroque modernism. It expresses the opti-

mism and energy of America at one of her more glorious moments. Making use of a

version or it here, Paley issues a challenge to current sculptural orthodoxies and, per-

haps, starts to pioneer a new idiom for the nineties.
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'"Albert Paley: Sculptures," a show of more than a dozen large-scale forged and fab-

ricated steel sculptures, succinctly encapsulates two decades of Paley's work, even

though the exhibition, with most of the pieces made in the year prior to its open-

Joseph Giovanni til ing, is not a retrospective. Because his work has evolved in an incremental way, with

new techniques Paley actively keeps in his repertoire, several pieces of sculpture evi-

dence the protean history of his work as well as the protean nature of steel. But

several unexpected pieces keep the show from being simply a comfortable recapitu-

lation and fond visual biography, as Paley risks failure with unexpected excursions

that strongly suggest he is undergoing a radical transition—that unsure period of

experimentation in which several diverging paths suggest themselves. Although

the sculptures were made primarily for the exhibition, they were not conceived in a

chronological progression, evolving in a neatly linear way, but in an intertwining

process, the experiments seeming to loop in and out of one another, forward and

backward, as in Paley's own pieces. Themes are multiple and mixed, and difficult to

separate. The show, with its disparate work, marks a moment in his career, and may

prove pivotal.

The exhibition isolates a period between 1989 and 1991, which appears to have

been a liberating time for Paley. The functionalism that has lingered in many of his

architectural and decorative-arts pieces has dropped out altogethet ; this new work

has use neither as furniture nor decorative application in buildings. Although Paley

has sculpted since the beginning of his career, the exhibition preparation time af-

forded a haven outside the usual context of commissions for functional objects and

architectural sculpture—outside a context in which someone is asking implicitly

for work similar to what he has done before. The period was also one of confronta-

tion with freedom: what to do without the demands of site and function that so of-

ten define an approach and simplify the task? The show contains memory pieces

that recall earlier work, especially in their materiality. But there are others that in-

troduce new directions, some with strong implications in theory, which witness a

changing attitude to structure and ornament. And there are pieces that highlight

one of Paley's great contributions to metalsculpting: the way he works standard bar

stock. In several, he liberates himself from his own spectaculat skill in manipulating

steel, and the liberation changes the subject matter—or, it may even be argued,

augments its subject matter.

Paley often has cited Jackson Pollock's relationship to paint in an attempt to explain

his to metal. In an interview with Carleton Knight, he said, "Pollock created a dia-

logue with his material. The paint would drip and splash and glob. The canvas is

the record. The direction and format came from the artist, but the paint was what

did it."

Coaxing pieces of steel with old and new tools and techniques, he has simply en-

deavored to release its material nature. He coils, compresses, attenuates, bands,

punches, and impresses the pieces, and their surfaces and shapes record the process

of their composition and decomposition. A forged taper that coils its way through

other coiling tapers in a plant stand, for example, thins at its attenuated end into

mesmerizing loops that grasp other loops, each a visual diary of its path of fabrica-

tion through power lathes and pneumatic hammers. Paley is not making metal con-

form to a preestablished image, bending it to his will, but asking—as fellow Phila-

delphian Louis Kahn once did of brick—what does a piece of metal want to be?

Although many of his commissions over the last decade have grown from a post-

modernist reaction against modernist anonymity, they have always been explora-

tions in contemporaneity rather than craft histoncism. He has never worked metal



as an exercise in nostalgia or craft tor craft's sake, even though he uses a material that

happens to have ancient traditions and even mythic associations. He assiduously

strips his pieces of any antiquarianism.

Still, his work has long been brilliantly, it inadvertently, tethered to a craft tradition

by its virtuosity and the functionalism of many pieces, no matter how contemporary

the virtuosity or nominal the function. The art of the work, from the ingeniously

invented parts to the overall composition, has always been its justification, as far

simpler furniture designs could have satisfied the task. His coffee tables, dining

tables, and candlesticks may indeed function as furniture, but the effort and quality

in the work so exceed the demands ot the tasks that function seems vestigial: The

teeming plant stands, some with pieces that have as many as a hundred twists, exist

as complete works even without the plants or bouquets. Real vegetation, even ex-

otic varieties, can hardly compere with tendrils of steel unfurled like rhe serpentine

tresses of a Medusa gone slack.

With pictures, drawings, and models of several projects, the show establishes the

context to the work completed immediately before: the stanchions and banners of

the Stairway Sculptures executed in 1986 and 1987 tor the Wortham Theater Center,

in Houston; Synergy, a beribboned ceremonial archway made in 1987 for the Mu-

seum Towers parking lot, in Philadelphia; and the free-form Olympia, ot 1990, at

the toot of the Promenade II Building, in Atlanta. They are architectural jewelry.

Against the rigid and plain interiors of the Worrham Center and the unyielding

Museum Towers, Paley juxtaposes curling banners in iridescent colors. In Atlanta,

the measured, repetitive, postmodernist building prompts a wing of blades spread

out among a chaotic assembly of flying squares and oddly angled chopsticks, all

crossed by a red banner furling upwards.

Paley executed majot commissions for buildings in the late eighties, where the

works—it they did not function as a gate or fence—served as ornaments. He

intended them to work as large-scale jewelry, able in some way to amplify' the

architecture, intensely wrought pieces that give pulse to the buildings. In these un-

eventful, often lifeless structures, the eye seeks detail, and in Paley's gates, fences,

and window grills, there is not only detail but an unfolding story about bars of steel

passing undet his tools. Still, the scale and forms are site-specific responses designed

to serve a dominant architectural presence; the works are not self-contained.

At the Wortham Center, the banners furling from the stanchions seem the best

thing that could have happened to the building, whose neo-Roman triumphal fa-

cade, done at the height of archirecrural postmodernism, is dehumanizing in its

plainness. As they wave effortlessly in what seems an airless space, the banners over-

head establish a feeling of lightness and festivity for those ascending the escalators,

cantilevering as much as fifteen or twenty feet from the stanchion and fotming a

billowing arcade. Two similar stanchions with furling banners mark the enttance to

a parking lot adjacent to the Museum Towers, in Philadelphia—a work that has

rightly been called too distinguished for its location. A sculpture at the toot of

Atlanta's Promenade II Building, a static architectutal enterprise, offers whar the

building does not: color, gesture, accident, episodic rhythm.

What the three projects do reveal is that Paley conceives the work as ornamental to

the task, a decorative complement to a building that needs embellishment. Even

within each work, rhere is an ornamental component that complements a strucrural



core. In many of his decorative-arts pieces, which his studio continues to fabricate,

serpentine members twirl and scroll around strong, vertical elements, each at the

four corners of a structural square. In the architectural commissions, the banners

unfurl from a central stanchion. Paley tries to achieve an overall unity by pairing

opposites—rational and irrational, straight and curvilinear, constructive and

nonconstructive—but the basic opposition is usually between ornament and struc-

ture. What inspires the ornamentalism, however, is not so much the balance of op-

posites but the nature of steel brought out by the hand of the artist. When Paley

asked steel what it wanted to be, it responded to twisting, bending, curving, and

hammering with astounding plasticity; ornamentalism was not an objective but a

consequence of revealing its nature.

It has been noted often that Paley, who began his career designing gold jewelry,

simply extended notions of body adornment to buildings. Whether based in the

materiality of gold or steel, ornamentation remains fundamental to his work, pri-

marily because of his intetest in working hands-on, directly and intuitively, with

the material. In the show, in work that recalls the last two decades, beautifully

wrought free-form pieces play off structural members that seem vertebral; the com-

plex pieces postulate that one needs the other, that ornament needs structure, and

vice versa. But in other work, Paley questions ornamentation by manipulating the

spine on which the ornament has usually depended and against which it has usually

played. Several pieces introduce new approaches altogether—either the columnar

structure dominates as ornament vanishes, or the column is broken, bent, or miss-

ing, leaving the ornament to support only itself.

What Paley now questions is not only the necessity of integrated ornament—order

within disorder, disorder in order—but also the need for either structure or orna-

ment conceived as such. Once he questions that opposition, he inevitably questions

the very basis on which so much of his work rests—the direct relationship of the

design to its materiality.

Paley has never expressed much interest in minimalism, but several pieces—highly

structured still lifes—verge on the minimal. Zig Zag, the most reductive, is a fron-

tal piece with a wide, straight, vertical slab against which two regularly bent pipes

of steel—one, forward, the second in back—read in silhouette. The sculpture seems

like a painting that, with movement around the piece, comes to three-dimensional

life with the changing relationships of visual parallax. Minimal rather than com-

plex, serene rather than charged, paintetly rather than spatial, the piece is uncharac-

teristic for Paley because it eschews the thicket of parts and orgy of craft that mark

much of his work. The elements and overall form are simple, the surfaces plain. It

also isolates and expounds a single idea rathet than several or many. Composition #2

may have a greater number of elements than Zig Zag but it remains a still life of

relatively few parts, seen at first in a static and frontal relationship that breaks open

with movement.

Perhaps the most provocative are those freestanding pieces of sculpture in which

ornament itself is the structure—as though the grace note has taken over the entire

musical phrase and lost the measure. Here, the sense of ornamentation is estab-

lished, Paley s permissive hand liberating Dionysian forms within the steel. The

sculptures do not have corners or central stanchions; because of the strength of steel,

even frivolous curves can support them without the least suggestion of what nor-

mally looks like structure.



The thirteen-foot-high Moment is one of the most materially and compositionally

resolved of all the pieces, partially because it seems to be a work made from the

memory in Paley's hands: The long, twisted bars that constitute its essentially co-

lumnar structure are the same twisted stalks Paley invented some yeats ago with the

help of a discarded elevator motor he adapted for twisting steel. Each tod tells the

story of its spontaneous turns; some of the turns are languorous, some tight, some

broken, some effloresced. They represent a time-lapse record that suggests a grow-

ing process, the sap still rising. Collectively, the stalks form what is effectively a ver-

tical column, even though none is truly vertical. The piece covers familiar territory,

with a technique and form seen previously in those functional and nonfunctional

pieces with a centered structure. What differs here is that the bars whiplash around

irregularly shaped plates of steel, holding them at the top of the sculpture. And the

whole ensemble rests upon a tilted pedestal that itself rests upon leaning bars of

steel that look barely capable of supporting the sculpture. Paley has doubted the

pedestal, and is throwing the vertical itself into question with a listing base near

collapse. The doubt, however, is metaphysical rather than physical, a question of

idea rather than matter. His work is being invaded by a consciousness that steel,

with its unyielding presence, always seemed to resist.

Structural doubt in large-scale work is relatively new to Paley, and it assumes a

greater role in other pieces in the show. Moment is thematically and theoretically

similar to Composition # / , a study in the apparently random flight of small square

steel plates around the straight steel rods of a basically columnar structute. In this

case, however, unlike Moment, the rods are not twisted; Paley has ignored his enor-

mous virtuosity and has left the plates and rods uninterpreted and plain. He makes

his structural connections with simple welded joints rather than the tentacular con-

nections he has often favored when the attenuated bars of steel wrap around othet

pieces. Here, the whorl of steel plates, which seems accidental, is carefully com-

posed. The disorder is controlled, and it depends on a rigid and centeted structural

column. With the absence of craft, the sense of ornament recedes and structure ap-

pears to dominate. The whorl of plates is hardly ornamental but an embodiment of

energy. Structure does not depend on an opposition to ornamentation.

Cardiff—a piece much maligned at a conference in Europe, tor what some inter-

preted as neo-Fascist forms—is as artistically resolved as Paley's memory piece Mo-

ment, but it breaks newer ground. Here, Paley has denied any clear structure, with

freewheeling, interdependent, gestural pieces forming the structure; only a haphaz-

ard ribbon nonchalantly ties the steel stalks together in an energetic jumble. Many

of the stalks fall shy of the base, while others that extend to the base are interrupted

ot displaced by scrolls of ribbon. The base itself is crowded with scattered pieces,

denying its importance as a structural foundation. Paley has intensified craft, re-

leased the Dionysian aspects of steel, and escaped structure. He has broken the need

to design with opposites; ornamentation does not depend on structure.

Periphery also avoids a conspicuous and dazzling display of craft with its simple array

of straight bars and plates, some attached to a plain circular hoop. For Paley, the

composition is uncharacteristically open—much more like a David Smith—and it

introduces, rather pregnantly, a component rarely seen in his other work: what ap-

pears to be a spine, complete with sacroiliac and wedged indenrations deeply im-

pressed in its gentle S curve. Although the impressions express a different kind of

process than those usually seen in Paley's work, they do not advertise craft virtuos-

ity; as a visual metaphor, the vertebral column declares anthropocentric structure an



Periphery (detail)
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issue in this work. The column does not support anything, however, but is sup-

ported, complicating the anthropocentric implications often ascribed to Paley's

work. The spine is tacked on, vestigial, hanging by a weld.

Star, an explosion of dynamically shaped shards, is the piece most foreign to Paley's

oeuvre and, perhaps, the most suggestive in the show. First, it pointedly demon-

strates little virtuosity; nowhere is there a sense that the hand alone, or the hand at a

machine, shaped and attached the pieces. Joints are welded with small daubs of steel

rarely seen in other pieces. Painted a dematerializing silver, the surfaces of the piece

even deny the integrity of the material—a radical posture for someone as closely

associated with the materiality of steel. Paley has also introduced one of his first vi-

sual metaphors, the star—problematic because it seems both simplistic and literal.

Here, even more rhan in Cardiff, a chaotic assembly of parts denies any central

structure, and the base is also tipped to deny that the pedestal and ground are stable

supports. That Paley is moving further away from a centered, grounded sculpture is

visible in the explosive form of the piece, which derives from the star as a physical

embodiment of radial projection. The whole piece seems to expand beyond the pe-

riphery rather than seek its center. While long thin shards traverse the sculpture at

dynamic diagonals, implying radial rather than gravitational force, an array of pla-

tonic volumes, such as the cube and cylinder, are heaped at the base in a way that

cannot, as Paley says, "order up." The blocks do not build. Such rational construc-

tive connections as the post-and-lintel are thwarted; the forms may be rational but

the explosive energy of the pieces keeps them from structured relationships with

one another. What most distinguishes this piece from the others, howevet , is that in

its outward expansion it allows space to become an integral part of its body. Even a

work as sculpturally three-dimensional as Cardiff wrapped its parts so closely unto

itself that it remained a self-contained object.

Through most of his career, whether working in jewelry, the decorative arts, or ar-

chitectural sculpture, Paley has been a sculptor of energy. In their twists, compres-

sion, and curves and bends, the steel members retain the forces left in them when

they were originally shaped. They seem ready to spring; a tap along the end of a

piece rings with tension. Paley prefers to puncture a piece of steel, leaving the record

of the puncture, rather than drill the piece mechanically to drive through a screw.

The swelling around the hole captures the energy of the puncture, like a bullet hole,

while the drilled hole is lifeless.

Paley has infused energy into his pieces through the processes by which he has made

them; in a wotk like Star, though, the energy is not in the material or the craft but

in its gestural qualiry, its outward thrust, and its subsequent invasion by space.

Paley is still sculpting in energy but energy of a different expression—no longer

bursting primarily from matter but bursting from form. The shift is substantial

and, for Paley, a radical departure. If, in Cardiff, he emphasized craft and ornament

and structure, in Star he did not really ask steel what it wanted to be. The work lost

its impulse toward ornament, and srructure lost its raison d'etre. Star unravels the

logic and intuition underlying those pieces that encapsulate his entire career.
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Double Twist

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Chemically blackened patina

1991
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Periphery

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Chemically blackened patina

1991



Star

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Monochromed

1991
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Sculpture Proposal #1

Sketchbook Preliminary Drawing

Graphite

1989

Sculpture Proposal #1

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Natural patina

1989
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Olympia, (detail)

Preliminary- Design Phase

Felt marker and graphite

1990

Olympia, Proposal Model

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Polychromed

1990
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Stairway Sculptures (detail)

Wortham Center for the Performing Arts

Houston, Texas

1987
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Synergy Proposal

Final Drawings

Graphite

1986

Synergy

Museum Towers

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

1987
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Albert Paley 1944

Born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

1962-66

Bachelor of Fine Arrs, Tyler School of Art,

Temple University,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

1966-69

Master of Fine Arts, Tyler School of Art,

Temple University,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

1969-72

Assistant Professor, School of American

Craftsmen, College of Fine and Applied

Art, Rochester Institute of Technology,

Rochester, New York.

1986

Silver medal. International Teaching

Center of Metal Design, Aachen,

Germany

1989

Honorary Doctorate, University of

Rochester, Rochester, New York

1991

Gold medal, Inrernational Teaching

Center of Metal Design, Aachen,

Germany

Fellowship,

New York State Foundation for the Arts

Selected Permanent Collections

1972-84

Professor, State University of New York

College at Brockporr, Brockport, New
York.

1984-present

Professor, Artist-in-Residence, Chatlotte

Mowris Endowed Chair at the School of

American Craftsmen, College of Fine and

Applied Art, Rochester Institute of

Technology, Rochester, New York.

Museum of Fine Arts

Boston, Massachusetts

High Museum of Art

Atlanta, Georgia

The Museum of Fine Arts

Houston, Texas

Hunter Museum of Art

Chattanooga, Tennessee

Selected Awards

1973

National Design Competition lor Portal

Gates, Renwick Gallery, Smithsonian

Institution, Washington, D.C.

1975

Design in Steel Award, American Iron

and Steel Institute of America

Master Apprenriceship Grant, National

Endowment for the Arts

The Metropolitan Museum of Art

New York

Minnesota Museum of Art

St. Paul, Minnesota

Philadelphia Museum of Art

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Renwick Gallery of the National

Museum of American Art

Smithsonian Institution, Washington,

DC.

1976 and 1979

Craftsman Fellowship Grant, National

Endowment tot the Arts

Mastet Apprenticeship Grant, National

Endowment for the Arts

1982

Award of Excellence, American Institute

of Architects: Art in Archirecture for the

Pottal Gates, New York State Senate

Chambers, Albany, New York

Museum of Fine Arts

Springfield, Massachusetts

Virginia Museum of Fine Arts

Richmond, Virginia

Yale University Art Gallery-

New Haven, Connecticut

L984

Visual Artists' Fellowship, National

Endowment for the Arts
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The Artist in his forging studio

working at the power hammer.

1991
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Selected One-Person Exhibitions

1980

The Metal-work ofAlien Patey, Columbus

Gallery of Fine Arts, Columbus, Ohio;

Hunter Museum of Art, Chattanooga,

Tennessee; and John Michael Kohler Arts

Center, Sheboygan, Michigan t

1981-82

Art In Iron II, Fendnck Gallery,

Washington, D.C.

1983

Albert Patey, The University of Iowa

Museum ot Art, Iowa City, Iowa

1983-84

The Iron Aesthetic, Fendnck Gallery,

Washington, D.C. t

1985-86

Albert Patey: The Art of Metal, Birming-

ham Museum of Art, Birmingham,

Alabama; Columbus Museum of Art,

Columbus, Ohio; Memorial Art Gallery,

University of Rochester, Rochester, New
York; Museum ot Art, Springfield,

Massachusetts; and Virginia Museum of

Fine Arts, Richmond, Virginia t

1986

Meta/works: The Art ofAlbert Patey,

Peninsula Fine Arts Center, Newport

News, Virginia

1988

Albert Patey: Recent Works, Walter Gallery,

Santa Monica, California

1989

Albert Patey, National Museum of Wales,

Cardiff, Wales

Albert Patey: Metal Sculpture, Walter

Gallery, Santa Monica, Calitornia

Albert Patey, Barbara Fendnck Gallery,

New York t

Albert Patey, Fendrick Gallery, Washing-

ton, D.C.

1990

Albert Patey: Recent Works, Gerald Peters

Gallery, Santa Fe, New Mexico f

Albert Patey, Roanoke Museum ot Fine

Arts, Roanoke, Virginia

1991

Albert Patey: 1980-1990, Barbara

Fendnck Gallery, New York

Albert Patey: Sculptural Adornment

,

Renwick Gallery ot the National Museum

of American Art, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D.C. t

Albert Patey: Neir Works in Forged Steel,

Snydetman Gallery, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania

Albert Patey: Sculptures, Rosenwald-Wolt

Gallery, Philadelphia College of Art and

Design, The University of the Arts,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Philhar-

monic Center tor the Arts, Naples,

Florida T

t Denotes catalog or brochure.

Selected Commissions

1974

Renwick Gallery, Smithsonian Institu-

tion. Porta/ Gates

Hunter Museum of Art, Chattanooga,

Tennessee. Sculpture Court Enclosure

1976

Gannett Corporation Corporate Head-

quarters, Rochester, New York. Fireplace

Hood

1979

Clyde's Restaurant, Tyson's Corner,

Virginia. Pergola, Railings, Fountain, and

Handles

1980

Prospect Place, Washington, D.C.

Sculpture, for exterior clock

New York State Senate Chambers,

Albany, New York. Portal Gates, two pair

1981

Pennsylvania Avenue Redevelopment

Corporation, Washington, D.C.

Tree Grates and Park Benches

1982

Strong Museum, Rochester, New York.

Exterior Sculpture

1983

Clyde's Restaurant, Tyson's Corner,

Virginia. Fountain

Hyatt Grand Cypress Hotel, Orlando,

Florida. Stair Enclosure

J.W Marriott Hotel, Washington, D.C.

Gates and Architectural Screen

1984

Harro Theatre East, Rochester, New
York. Conclave, Exterior Sculpture

Light Rail Transit System ot Pittsburgh,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Poster Cases

1985

Virginia Museum ot Fine Art, Richmond,

Virginia. Pedestrian and Vehicular Entrance

Gates

The Willard Building, Washington, D.C.

Interior Sculpture and Door Pulls

1987

Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority,

Milk Street Station, Boston, Massachu-

setts. Gateway

Museum Towers, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

vania. Synergy, Exterior Sculpture

Wortham Center tor the Performing Arts,

Houston, Texas. Eight Stairway Sculptures

and Door Pulls

1988

State of Connecticut, Superior Court

Building, Hartford, Connecticut. Hexad,

Interior Sculpture

Cornell University Medical College, New
York, New York. Window Screen

Memorial Art Gallery of the University of

Rochester, New York. Convergence, Interior

Sculpture

Washington Hebrew Congregation,

Washington, D.C. Two Menorahs, Flower

Stands and Sconces

1989

Philharmonic Center for the Arts, Naples,

Florida. Door Handles

City of Rochester, New York.

Bridge Railings

Patey, Dawson Gallery, Rochester, New
York
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1990

The Landmarks Group, Promenade II

Building, Atlanta, Georgia. Olympia,

Exterior Sculpture

Arts Council of Roanoke Valley, Roanoke

Regional Airport. Roanoke, Virginia.

Aurora, Exterior Sculpture

1991

Arizona State University, Phoenix

Campus, Phoenix, Arizona. Ceremonial

Gateway

Birmingham Museum or Art, Birming-

ham, Alabama. Exterior Sculpture

Selected Lectures and Presentations

1978

World's Craft Council, Kyoto, Japan

1980

Iron Conference, Hereford, England

1982

Victoria and Albert Museum, London,

England

1986

University ot Minnesota, School of

Architecture, Minneapolis, Minnesota

1987

American Institute of Architects,

Orlando, Florida

British Artist Blacksmiths Association,

Hereford, England

1988

World's Craft Council, New South Wales.

Australia

1989

International Festival of Iron, Cardiff,

Wales

1991

International Congress of Metal Workers,

Aachen, Germany

World's Craft Council, Barcelona, Spain

Selected Bibliography

Books

Bishop. Robert and Patricia Coblents.

American Decorative Arts: 36(1 Wars of

Creative Design. New York: Harry N.

Abrams. Inc., 1982.

Campbell, Marian. An Introduction to

Ironwork. London: Her Majesty's

Stationery Office, 1985.

Conway, Patricia. Art for Everyday . New
York: Clarkson Potter Publishers, 1990.

The Craftsman in America. Ed. National

Geographic Society. Washington, D.C.,

1975.

Diamondstein, Barbaralee. Handmade in

America. New York: Harry N. Abrams.

Inc . 1983

Jensen, Robert and Patricia Conway.

Ornamentalism. New York: Clarkson N.

Potter, Inc., 1982.

Meilach, Dona Z. Decorative and Sculptural

Ironwork. New York: Crown, l
1)".

Minimazawa, Hiroshi. The World of

Decorative & Architectural Wrought Iron.

Kyoto, Japan: Yoshiyo Kobo Company,

1990.

Southworth, Susan and Michael

Southworth. Ornamental Ironwork: An

Illustrated Guide to its Design. History and

Use in American Architecture. Boston: David

Godin, 1978.

Turner, Ralph. ContemporaryJewelry: A
Critical Assessment 1945-1975. London:

1976.

Untrauch, Oppi. Jewelry Concepts and

Technologies. Garden City, New York:

Doubleday, 1982.

Verlag, Julius Hoffmann. Kunst aits dan

Feuer ( Art from the Fire). Stuttgart:

Hoffmann, 1987.

Carlson, Petet. "Design into Art."

Art News. May 1988, pp. 61-62.

Conway, Patricia, and Robert Jensen.

"Ornamentalism." The New York Times

Magazine, 14 November 1982, pp. 124-

125.

Cook, Ruth, Robert Walsh, Mona

McDonald, and Bruce Wright. "Decora-

tive Metal in Architecture." The Anvil's

Ring, Spring l
l)S7, Vol. 14, No. 4, cover

photo, pp. 6-1-4.

Doubilet, Susan. "Metalwork." Progressive

Architecture, November 1982, pp. 1 16-

118.

Jensen, Robert. "Angels in the Architec-

ture " Metropolitan Home, May 1988, pp.

96-102, 1 40

Johnson, Patricia. "Alberr Paley s Forged

Steel Ascent." Sculpture, July/August

1
L)X". cover feature, pp. 25-25.

Knight, Carleton III. "Virtuoso Perfor-

mance in Stone." Architecture, January

1986, pp. 40-45.

Larson, Orland. "Focus on Albert R

Paley." Craftsman L 'Artisan, HI/1 (1470),

pp. 6-7.

Licka, C.E. "Young Americans: Metal."

American Craft, February/March 1980, pp.

12-17,83-84.

Peterson, Allan. "The Metalwork of

Albert Paley." Craft Horizons. April 1973,

pp. 34-36.

Scheinman, Pamela. "Dialogue with

Architecture: Albert Paley." American

Craft, June/July 1988. pp. 56, 59.

Sobieszek, Robert A. "Albert Paley,

Romantic in Metal." American Craft,

April/May 1980, pp. 12-17, 83.

Sobieszek, Robert A. "The Metalwork ot

Albert Paley." Metalsmith, 1981, pp. 43-

47.

Brandt, Anthony. "Mind Over Metal."

Connoisseur, October 1987, pp. 180-183.
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Exhibition Checklist

All Works © Paley Stud.os Ltd.

All dimensions are given in inches;

height precedes width precedes deprh.

Sculptures

#89-2

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Chemically Blackend Patina

1989

93 x 19 x 16

200 lbs.

Cardiff

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Natural Patina

1990

1 10 7: x 36 circum.

805 lbs.

Composition #1

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Monochromed

1991

138x36 7:x35

3100 lbs. t

Composition #2

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Monochromed

1991

1 1

1

V; x 44 V: x 30 V.,

2360 lbs. t

Diagonal

Forged and tabricared mild steel

Natural patina

1991

132 '/; x22 >h x24

1600 lbs.

Double Twist

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Chemically blackened patina

1991

143 7: x 2174 x 137^

820 lbs.

Hector

Forged and fabricated mild sreel

Monochromed

1990

104x3174x23

880 lbs.

Moment
Forged and tabricared mild steel

Chemically blackened patina

1991

132 Vix 35x21

1100 lbs.

Olympia, Proposal Model

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Polychromed

1990

65 74 x 28 x 15 7:

210 lbs.

Final Project: 25 feet in height

Periphery

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Chemically blackened patina

1991

109 7: x 42x2-1

230 lbs.

Sculpture 1

Forged and fabricated mild steel

White zinc plated

1989

95 x 10 circum.

85 lbs.

Sculpture II

Forged and tabricared mild steel

Yellow zinc plated

1989

96 x 24 circum.

21=> lbs.

Sculpture IV

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Monochromed

1989

96 x 2 1 x 1

3

340 lbs.

Sculpture VI

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Monochromed

1989

116x407sx28

1275 lbs. t

Sculpture Proposal # 1

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Natural patina

(Proposed at 40 feet in height)

1989

53x28

180 lbs.

Sculpture Proposal #2

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Copper plated

1990

26 7,x 157b x 137:

(Proposed at 18 feet in height)

-10 lbs.

Sculpture Proposal #3

Forged and fabricated mild sreel

Copper plated

1991

51 x 30 x 16

(Proposed at 25 feet in height)

180 lbs.

Star

Forged and tabricared mild steel

Monochromed

1991

12" x 1027: x70

2650 lbs. t

\\ edge-

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Natural patina

1991

152x70x62
3480 lbs.

ZigZag

Forged and fabricated mild steel

Natural patina

1991

1 20 x .38 x 3

1

1450 lbs.

Drawings

Fan

Sketchbook Preliminary Drawing

Graphite and felt marker

1990

20 74 x 137:

Interior Sculpture

Proposal Drawing

(Proposed at 25 feet in height)

Graph ire

1990

44 x 35

Olympia

Preliminary Design Phase

Felt marker and graphite

1990

47 x 26 V«
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Olympia

Sketchbook Preliminary Drawing

Felt marker

1990

20'/sx 13 5
/s

Olympia

Sketchbook Preliminary Drawing

Graphite and felt marker

1989

28V4X 19

Plaza Sculpture

Final Drawing

(Proposed at 18 feet in height)

Graphite

1989

44 x 34 7«

Sculpture Proposal

Final Drawing

(Proposed at 40 feet in height)

Graphite

1989

44 x 35

Sculpture Proposal

Final Drawing

(Proposed at 18 feet in height)

Client: Birmingham Museum of Fine Arts

Graphite

1989

44 x 35

Sculpture Proposal

Development for Birmingham Museum

of Fine Arts

Multiple Sketchbook Drawings

Graphite and colored pencil

1989

28Vsx 19

Sculpture Proposal

Development for Birmingham Museum

of Fine Arts

Multiple Sketchbook Drawings

Graphite and colored pencil

1989

28 7sx 19

Sculpture Proposal

Development for Birmingham Museum

of Fine Arts

Multiple Sketchbook Drawings

Graphite

1989

32 lU x 26 7:

Sculpture Proposal

Development for Birmingham Museum

of Fine Arts

Sketchbook Drawings

Colored pencil

1989

28 7, x 19

Sculpture Proposals

Forged and fabricated series

Graphite

1989

30 7: x 21

Stairway Sculptures

Final Drawings

Wortham Center tor the Performing Arts,

Houston, Texas

Graphite

1985

37 7;x417«

Star

Sketchbook Preliminary Drawing

Felt marker

1991

28 5/sx 19

Synergy Proposal

Final Drawings

Graphite

1986

457, x59Vk

Vertical Fabrication Sculpture

Sketchbook Preliminary Drawings

Felt marker

1990

207-1 x 137;

Wedge

Sketchbook Preliminary Drawing

Felt marker

1991

28Vsx 19 78

Wedge

Sketchbook Preliminary Drawing

Felt marker

1991

287, x 19

Wedge and Moment
Sketchbook Preliminary Drawings

Graphite and felt marker

1991

28 3/4x 19

Zig Zag

Sketchbook Preliminary Drawing

Ink

1990

28 7; x 13 7«

Zig Zag and Double Twist

Sketchbook Preliminary Drawings

Graphite

1991

28 7-, x 19

Photographs

Aurora

Arranged through the Arts Council

of the Roanoke Valley

Client: Roanoke Regional Airport

Final Pro]ect: 18 feet in height

1990

4-4 7, x 367s

Olympia

Promenade II Building, Atlanta

Arranged through: Artsources, Inc.

and Barbara Fendrick Gallery

Client: Landmarks Group/AT&T

Final Project: 25 feet in height

1990

447sx36V«

Stairway Sculptures (detail)

Arranged through Barbara Fendrick

Gallery

Client: Wortham Center for the

Performing Arts, Houston, Texas

Final Project: 8 sculptures ranging from

14 to 30 feet in height

1987

Synergy

Arranged through the Redevelopment

Authotity of Philadelphia

Client: Museum Towers

Final Project: 30 feet in height

1987

317: x40

t Shown only at the

Rosenwald- Wolf Gallery,
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